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This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to start your own basic aquaponic system in

your home. An aquaponic system basically involves a troika of organisms that live in harmony and

support each other. You have the fish that create the ammonia, the bacteria that feed on this

ammonia and turn it into nitrites, and the plants which benefit from the nutritious water and can also

be converted into fish food and a source of ammonia. You are basically creating a balance and

self-sustaining eco-system that can produce everything you and your family need to have a

nutritious and balanced diet. This book offers all the information you, as a beginner, would need in

designing your system, choosing the specifications and making sure you get to develop a healthy

and thriving environment for all the organisms in your aquaponic system. This book also offers

simple descriptions and definitions of all the working parts and materials that you need for your

system as well as customizable fittings you might want to add. With this knowledge, you will be able

to design your system according to the available space, budget and climate conditions of your

locality, and of course, according to your needs. Designing and growing a healthy aquaponic

system is invaluable in helping you develop food security at low cost. Because it can be developed

into a self-sustaining eco-system, you will be able to get maximum output for less input, as well as

have the satisfaction of growing your own food. You will also have the added assurance that

everything on your plate is organic and healthy.
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I studied this book very attentively. I always wanted to know something from the the technique of



aquaponics. These technigue has avery importance in the housekeeping. As for me I liked the the

nutrient film technique. NFT.

I get more and more interested in sustainability and organic food every time I watch the news. It

seems, constantly, I am hearing about breakouts of some food contaminant, or some horrific food

additive nobody can pronounce (that they pump half of our food full of) making people sick. I'd love

to buy all organic, but can't afford to.This guide teaches you how to raise fish and food together,

without any commercial products if you choose. It even explains methods that don't use electricity,

or require very little attention once set up. The information is basic enough for anybody to

understand; but, it is detailed enough that somebody could jump right in after reading the book. This

could also be a good starting point for somebody very serious about aquaponics.

I have read so many books about Aquaponics, because aside from gardening, I also wanted to

learn and start my own small aquaponics in our backyard. And saying that, I have downloaded this

book, and after reading it, I learned a lot from the book. I liked the part where the author has tackled

the difference between farming, aquaponics and hydroponics, and that is very informative for me.

Another topic that was discussed on the book was the pro's and con's about each type of

farming/gardening, so those conditions were highlighted and that made me think if I really can work

on with aquaponics. So all in all, I really learned a lot, and I also enjoyed reading the book.

The aquaponics is the need of the time as well. This guide will teach you how to increase fish and

food together, without any commercial goods if you choose. It even clarifies methods that don't use

electricity or need very little devotion once set up. The info is basic sufficient for anyone to

comprehend; but, it is thorough enough that somebody could jump right in after interpretation the

book. This book can be very handy for you to grow your own aquaponics garden.

This book gives the precise guide on how fish and vegetables can be produced naturally in your

own backyard. I am so fond of farming and this helps broaden my knowledge about this new

approach. Learning that aquaponics can grow more produced compared to produce grown

conventionally in the ground completely ignites my interest. Are you ready to grow a great portion of

your own food in healthy and fun way, then this book will help you a lot, and this is my highest

recommendation.



I never knew there was a type of farming known as Aquaponics. This book was able to explain to

me why i should try out Aquaponics and why it is been called Aquaponics. It also taught me the

technique for practicing Aquaponics. I am happy to find out that practicing Aquaponics can help me

in creating a balance and self-sustaining Eco-system that can produce everything me and my family

needs. The benefit of practicing aquaponics is so much that i am so much interested in getting

started with it. I really appreciate the fact that this book was able to expose me to all this things.

This is a very good system of farming.It involves a system of aquaculture in which the waste

produced by farmed fish or other aquatic animals supplies nutrients for plants grown hydroponically,

which in turn purifies the water used for the system.This book explains extensively the benefits of

Aquaponics and how you can carry out the farming effectively.It explains how to set it up and how to

best integrate everything to have maximum production and results.

This book provides the basic information on Aquaponics for those who are interested in it. In here,

you will be able to have a clearer understanding about this system as well as learn how to make one

at your own home. With its clear and detailed content, Iâ€™m sure that beginners wonâ€™t find it

too confusing to read. You will definitely appreciate the informativeness of this guide. All in all, this

contains a good and well-explained introduction on aquaponic system.
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